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Abstract
Sustainable forest management is a complex dynamic problem. We develop a nested
dynamic bioeconomic model of the management of forests that generate interdependent
products that differ in their growth cycles, rates of growth, lengths of growing periods,
and potential harvest frequency. We apply our model to bamboo forest management,
which involves making decisions about the timing and quantity of bamboo stem
harvests and bamboo shoot harvests. Both bamboo shoots and bamboo stems are
valuable products. The harvesting of bamboo stems entails cutting down the bamboo
plant, while the harvesting of bamboo shoots -- which grow annually from the bamboo
plant -- does not. To solve for the optimal bamboo forest management strategy, our
novel nested dynamic bioeconomic model nests an inner finite-horizon within-year
daily dynamic programming problem that captures daily bamboo shoot growth within
a season, inside an outer finite-horizon between-year annual dynamic programming
problem that captures annual bamboo stem growth from year to year. We compare the
optimal bamboo stem and shoots harvesting strategy with the actual harvesting
decisions made by bamboo farmers in Zhejiang province in China. Our research has
important implications for the sustainable management of forests worldwide,
particularly when the forests produce products that can be harvested at more frequent
intervals than the trees themselves.
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1. Introduction
The sustainable management of forests is a critical, timely, and important issue worldwide.
Forests supply the world’s population with wood and non-wood forest products, including timber,
food, fuel, rubber, paper, and medicinal plants. Unfortunately, the extent of the world’s forests
continues to decline as human populations continue to grow and the demand for food and land
increases (FAO, 2005; Matthews, 2012; FAO, 2015). The need for sustainable forest management
is particularly acute in developing countries such as China, which ranks among the top countries
in terms of total forest resources, accounting for 25% of the world demand for forest products, but
only 5% of the world’s forest area (China Forestry and Grassland Administration, 2018), and is a
country where deforestation is rampant (Démurger, Hou, and Yang, 2009).
In this paper, we develop a nested dynamic bioeconomic model of the management of
forests that generate interdependent products that differ in their growth cycles, rates of growth,
lengths of growing periods, and potential harvest frequency. Our nested dynamic bioeconomic
model has important implications for the sustainable management of forests worldwide,
particularly when the forests produce products that can be harvested at more frequent intervals
than the trees themselves.
We apply our novel nested dynamic bioeconomic model to bamboo forest management in
China. Moso bamboo (Phyllostachys edulis) is the single most important bamboo species in China,
accounting for 74% of China’s bamboo forest area (“China Forestry and Grassland
Administration”, 2018), and the third most important source of timber in China. Both bamboo
shoots and bamboo stems are harvested as valuable products: bamboo shoots are a traditional food
source, and bamboo stems are used as timber for paper making, flooring, and construction (Fu,
2001).
Optimal Moso bamboo management is a complex dynamic problem. Moso bamboo forest
management involves making decisions about the timing and quantity of bamboo stem harvests
and bamboo shoot harvests. Both bamboo stems and bamboo shoots are products that are sold on
the market. Bamboo shoots grow annually from a bamboo plant’s underground rhizomes. Owing
to their tender taste and to difficulties in harvesting underground shoots, winter shoots – which are
young bamboo shoots that are just beginning to grow underground during the winter months –
have a higher market price than the older spring shoots that emerge above ground during the later
spring months. Bamboo shoots grow into bamboo plants after the end of spring shooting (Shi et
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al., 2013). Bamboo stems continue to grow each year until age 4-5 years (Zhang et al., 2014;
Zhuang et al., 2015), while bamboo shoots only grow within a year. The harvesting of bamboo
stems entails cutting down the bamboo plant, while the harvesting of bamboo shoots does not.
Various management styles have been found in bamboo forests in Asia, and the decisions
of bamboo farmers can be complex and hard to understand (Yen, 2015). Chinese bamboo farmers
generally follow a myopic pattern of intensively harvesting shoots when they first emerge, and
then preserving the remaining shoots for later bamboo growth. In Zhejiang Province in China,
bamboo forest harvest decisions and shoots harvest decisions are made according to on and off
years, with guidance from biologist and forestry specialists. “On” years and “off” years are defined
based on the biological growth of bamboo plants. An “on” year is a year when there is a massive
emergence of bamboo shoots, and less leaf loss for a bamboo plant. An “off” year is a year with
less shoots emergence and more leaf renewing, and normally comes in turn with an on year.
Shoots harvest, especially winter shoots harvest, takes place during on years, when there
is a massive emergence of bamboo shoots. In order to create enough growth space for shoots to
emerge, and to save space for the shoots harvest before possible decaying, bamboo stem harvests
take place during on years as well. Every time a stem harvest decision is made, all mature bamboo
stems are clear cut for the whole field. Due to this clear-cut pattern, massive shoots emergence
and the clear cutting of mature bamboo take place simultaneously in the on year. When bamboo
stems are harvested during an on year, the number of shoots the following off year will be lower.
During an off year, relatively fewer shoots are harvested, and little stem cutting takes place.
The actual bamboo stem harvests and bamboo shoot harvests decisions made by Chinese
bamboo farmers may be unsustainable, however, leading to profit loss and a deterioration of the
bamboo forest resource. The bamboo stem price has decreased significantly in recent years, and
some bamboo plants have been left unharvested when matured due to high harvest cost. In contrast,
winter shoots have sometimes been over-harvested for high profit, leaving too few shoots for future
bamboo forest development.
We develop a novel nested dynamic bioeconomic model of the management of forests that
generate interdependent products that differ in their growth cycles, and apply our model to bamboo
forest management. In particular, we solve for the optimal bamboo stem harvest and bamboo
shoot harvest policy using a numerical dynamic model that nests an inner finite-horizon withinyear daily dynamic programming problem within an outer finite-horizon between-year annual
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dynamic programming problem. The inner finite-horizon within-year daily dynamic programming
problem captures daily bamboo shoot growth within a year. The outer finite-horizon betweenyear annual dynamic programming problem captures annual bamboo stem growth from year to
year.

We use a Chapman-Richards growth function as our model for bamboo biomass

accumulation. We compare the optimal bamboo stem harvest and bamboo shoot harvest policy
with actual data on bamboo shoot and bamboo stem harvests on multiple bamboo plots in multiple
townships in Zhejiang province in China. We plan to use our dynamic model to simulate, analyze,
and design policies and institutions to improve Moso bamboo forest management in China.
We also use our nested dynamic bioeconomic model to develop a dynamic structural
econometric model to estimate the unknown parameters in the Chapman-Richards growth function
and bamboo farmer’s payoff function, and apply it to a detailed daily panel data set we have
collected and constructed on bamboo shoot and bamboo stem harvests on multiple bamboo plots
in multiple townships in Zhejiang province in China.

We also hope to incorporate the

environmental benefits of bamboo forest into a social welfare function, and conduct welfare
analysis.
The results of our numerical dynamic model suggest that since the number of bamboo
shoots at the beginning of each year depend on the number of bamboo stem remaining at the
beginning of each year and on whether the previous year was a high-precipitation year, and since
bamboo stem continue to grow each year until age 4-5 years, while bamboo shoots only grow
within a year, it is generally optimal to harvest bamboo shoots as winter shoots at the end of winter
shooting each year that there are bamboo shoots starting the second year; and to wait to harvest all
the bamboo stem until the third year or later, after their growth has begun to slow down. If the net
price of winter shoots is high enough relative to the net price of spring shoots, it may be optimal
to harvest the shoots as winter shoots on the last days of winter shooting, when growers can still
benefit from the higher winter shoots price and the winter shoots have the most biomass they will
have (since it is during the last days of winter shooting), rather than as spring shoots.
When we allow for uncertainty in rain, which increases the number of bamboo shoots in
the following year, we find that when the probability of having a high-precipitation year is high
enough, then there may still be bamboo shoots to harvest even in years after the bamboo stem has
been harvested, and, if there is enough bamboo stem, it may be optimal to harvest a little bamboo
stem on the first day of the third year, and harvest all the bamboo stem on the first day of a later
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year. Since the number of bamboo shoots at the beginning of each year depends on the number of
bamboo stem remaining at the beginning of each year, and increases if the preceding summer had
high precipitation, high precipitation may enable one to harvest a little bamboo stem in an earlier
year without forgoing too much shoot harvest. Moreover, owing to the possibility of rain, there
may still be some bamboo shoots in years after all the bamboo stem have been harvested.
We find that the actual bamboo stem and bamboo shoot harvests come close to
approximating the optimal harvesting strategy, but have some features that differ from what our
model suggests to be optimal. Preliminary parameter estimates from our dynamic structural model
suggest that bamboo farmers in China are acting as if they perceive or believe the growth rate for
winter shoots to be very low and negligible, and lower than may actually be the case based on data
and information on winter shoots. Our results have important implications for bamboo forest
management and, to the extent that some of the differences between actual harvests and optimal
bamboo harvests reflect possible sub-optimal behavior on the part of Moso bamboo forest
managers, for ways to improve Moso bamboo forest management and policy.
We plan to use our dynamic model to simulate, analyze, and design policies and institutions
to improve Moso bamboo forest management in China. Our novel dynamic bioeconomic model
has important implications for the sustainable management of forests worldwide, particularly when
the forests produce products that can be harvested at more frequent intervals than the trees
themselves.
The balance of our paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides background information
on forestry and bamboo forests in China. We discuss the previous literature in Section 3. We
describe our numerical dynamic model of bamboo forest management in Section 4. We describe
our chosen parameter values in Section 5. Section 6 presents the results of our numerical dynamic
model. In Section 7, we compare the dynamically optimal harvesting strategies derived from our
model with data on actual bamboo shoot and bamboo stem harvests on multiple bamboo plots in
multiple townships in Zhejiang province in China. Section 8 presents our dynamic structural
econometric model. We discuss and conclude in Section 9. We describe our ongoing and next
steps in Section 10.
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2. Background on Forestry and Bamboo Forests in China
China has 208 million hectares of forest area, covering 21.63% of total area of the country
and constituting a total stock volume of 15,173 million cubic meters. China ranks among the top
countries in terms of total forest resources, accounting for 25% of the world demand for forest
products, but only 5% of the world’s forest area (China Forestry and Grassland Administration,
2018).
China’s forest deficiency results from a combination of various factors. Historically, China
was a feudal society that relied on the brutal extraction of natural resources. Land cultivation in
China started thousands of years ago, and since then there has been a continued conflict between
forest and crop cultivation. Firewood collection, charcoal making, land reclamation, brick making,
and house construction contributed to deforestation in the preindustrial periods (Fang and Xie,
1994). It was not until industrialization, however, when massive deforestation took place. The
Great Leap forward (1958-1962) campaign destroyed forests by popularizing the usage of
homemade furnaces. Even after the campaign, deforestation intensified, providing cheap logs for
industrialization (Wang, Kooten, and Wilson, 2004). During the transition from a central planning
system to a market economy, local households had insecure ownership rights over tress, leading
to forest clearing and deforestation (Démurger, Hou, and Yang, 2009).
The forest sector acted as a base for Chinese industrial development in the first several
decades after 1949. Although there are experts who appealed to ecosystem protection (Wang,
Kooten, and Wilson, 2004), there was little focus on forest stock preservation. Prior to 1982, forest
policies in China defined the priority of forest management was timber production (Démurger,
Hou, and Yang, 2009). Although the China Forestry Administration was in place, there was no
formal legislation. It was not until 1979 that the first forest law got passed and became effective
in 1984 (Wang, Kooten, and Wilson, 2004).

In the l990s, China started its transition to

preservation and restoration-oriented forest management policies. Six major forestry conservation,
restoration, expanding, and commercially developing programs were launched in order to recover
and better manage forest resources in China (Démurger, Hou, and Yang, 2009).
In this paper, we focus on bamboo forests. Bamboo grows faster compared to other forest
types (Wei et al., 2018), which is consistent with China’s goal of forest conservation. China has
abundant bamboo species and total stock (“China Forestry and Grassland Administration”, 2018).
Of the bamboo forest resources in China, 6.6% are in state forests, 51.4% are in collective forests,
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and 42.0% are in private forests (Démurger, Hou, and Yang, 2009). China has established pilot
futures market in Fujian province, where bamboo change can be traced through market price
(Wang et al., 2007).
Bamboo (Bambusoideae) is categorized as woody grass rather than a tree in plant science.
Bamboo is distributed mostly in tropical areas, subtropical areas, and temperate zones in Asia.
They survive even at 4000 meters elevation form sea level (Scurlock, Dayton, and Hames, 1999).
There are 107 genera and 1300 species of bamboo worldwide (Zhu, 2001). China has the world’s
most copious bamboo forest resources, with more than 500 bamboo species in 39 genera. China
has 6.01 million hectares of bamboo forest, which accounts for 3% of the country’s total forest
area. Eighty-nine percent of China’s bamboo forests are located in eight provinces: Fujian, Jiangxi,
Zhejiang, Hunan, Sichuan, Guangdong, Guangxi and Anhui. Moso bamboo (Phyllostachys
pubescens) occurs most extensively and is the single most important bamboo species in China
since it accounts for 74% of China’s bamboo forest area (“China Forestry and Grassland
Administration”, 2018).
Moso bamboo distributes mostly in subtropical provinces include Fujian, Hunan, Zhejiang,
and Jiangxi. The mean annual temperature where Moso bamboo grows well varies from 15 to 21°C
(59 to 69.8°F), and the mean temperature of the coldest month is 1 to 12°C (33.8 to 53.6°F). Annual
precipitation higher than 800mm (31.5 inches) and soil fertile loam deeper than 60cm (23.5 inches)
with pH of 4.5 to 7.0 are ideal for Moso bamboo growth. Extreme temperature, precipitation, and
soil conditions influence bamboo shoot growth for different areas (Fu, 2001). Moso bamboo
reproduce by bamboo shoots grown from rhizomes. Rhizomes are mature underground stems
while shoots are buds of new bamboo. The reproduction of Moso bamboo is no different from
other grass, while its usage suggests bamboo to be included as tree species in China. Generally,
Moso bamboo reach maturity after five years.
Moso bamboo emerges from its rhizomes, which is an underground stem system that
expands out. Rhizomes are usually beneath the ground, whereas when its expansion encounter
rocks they might jump out of the ground and round the hard hindrance from its top. Moso bamboo
start to shoot above the ground from late March randomly. Shoots are initially covered by brown
sheath with hairs. Half of the shoots rust naturally in the ground before growing into bamboo,
leaving a shallow pit on the ground while another half continue to grow higher into bamboo stems.
Bamboo diameter depends solely on the diameter of shoots that will not change in later growth
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periods (personal communication, bamboo specialist at Zhejiang Provincial Key Laboratory of
Bamboo of Zhejiang Provincial Academy of Forestry, August 2018). The harvesting of bamboo
stems and bamboo shoots are forms of thinning; there is little need to dig out all rhizomes and
rotate the whole stand.
Bamboo shoots grow annually from a bamboo plant’s underground rhizomes. As long as
the rhizome has not been destroyed, bamboo shoots can still emerge from rhizomes. A bamboo
plant may have rhizomes that extends massively and thus can have lots of nodes for shoots growth.
The number of newly grown bamboo is the number of bamboo shoots minus number of shoots
harvested. This is to say that when all the shoots emerge, they either degenerate, are harvested, or
are left in the ground and grow into a newly grown bamboo stem (personal communication,
bamboo specialist at Zhejiang Provincial Key Laboratory of Bamboo of Zhejiang Provincial
Academy of Forestry, August 2018).
Bamboo shoots grow into a bamboo plant after the end of spring shooting (Shi et al., 2013).
Generally, since Moso bamboo stems reach their maximum biomass at age 4-5 years (Zhang et al.,
2014; Zhuang et al., 2015), do not increase significantly in biomass after 4.62 years (Zhuang et al.,
2015), and mature at age 5-6 years (Yen and Lee, 2011).
Moso bamboo growth is in a cycle of two years in China that is called “Du”, with one Du
equals to two calendar years. This cycle is determined due to biological features of a bamboo forest.
In an “on” year, shoots merge rapidly and numerously. On the contrary, there are little shoots
emergence during an “off” year. Due to this particular growth pattern, bamboo forest becomes an
uneven stand with individuals from different Dus. First Du refers to 0-1 year bamboo. Second Du
refers to 2-3 years bamboo. Third Du refers to 4-5 years bamboo. And fourth Du refers to 6-7 years
bamboo. Each Du bamboo has its characteristics for specialties to distinguish them. The first Du
ones are in light green with white fuzz on stems and decade sheath at stem bottom. The second Du
ones are in darker colors but without fuzz. Their node thorns are harder. The third Du ones are
dark green, while the fourth Du ones are in whitish green. Even with these descriptions,
distinguishing bamboo ages is a difficult task for non-specialists (personal communication,
bamboo specialist at Zhejiang Key Laboratory of Bamboo of Zhejiang Academy of Forestry,
August 2018).
The harvesting of bamboo stems and bamboo shoots will both change the age structure of
the bamboo stand, but in different patterns. Harvesting bamboo stems will reduce the amount of
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bamboo plants in their age class when harvested. This increases the proportion of bamboo plants
in young age class.
The harvesting of bamboo shoots is a natural process of thinning since without human
intervention, more than half of the shoots will degenerate and die naturally before they grow into
bamboo plants. Shoots harvesting is thus a thinning activity that takes these weak shoots out before
their death (Jiang, 2007). The harvesting activities will be directly influencing density of the
bamboo stand and decreasing proportion of young bamboo plants compared to un-thinned bamboo
stands. Harvesting one shoot eliminates one future bamboo plant from the beginning. However,
harvesting shoots does not necessarily reduce total bamboo biomass in the future since thinning
creates more space for other bamboo plants left in the ground to grow.
In forest management in the United States, forest thinning (silviculture) generally produces
low quality logs that incur a cost due to their low market value. A unique feature of bamboo shoot
thinning is that by harvesting bamboo shoots, bamboo farmers are also able to sell shoots as a byproduct with a high market price.
Bamboo farmers generally follow a pattern of intensive harvest of shoots at the beginning
of shoots emergence and preserve remaining shoots for later bamboo growth. In China, bamboo
forest harvest decisions and shoots harvest decisions are made according to on and off years.
Shoots harvest, especially winter shoots harvest take place during on years. In addition, stem
harvest take place mainly during on years. This is because every time a stem harvest decision is
made, all fourth Du bamboo are clear cut for the whole forest in Zhejiang province. Bamboo
farmers usually clear cut sixth-year-old bamboo rather than wait until they grow into seven-yearold ones. Due to this clear cut pattern, massive shoots emergence and clear cut of forth Du bamboo
take place simultaneously in the on year. When bamboo stem are harvested, which means it is
going to be an off year next year, number of shoots next year is going to be less next year since
bamboo stand developing more for leaves and rhizomes during an off year. For the off year,
relatively less shoots harvest activities are performed and little stem cutting is operated (personal
communication, bamboo specialist at Zhejiang Provincial Key Laboratory of Bamboo of Zhejiang
Provincial Academy of Forestry, August 2018).
As long as the shoots are underground and have not emerged above ground, they are called
winter shoots. Winter shoots remain dormant during the coldest winter days in January and
February, and emerge above ground in March when temperature rises. Due to their dormancy, the
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nutrient contents do not change by much in these two months (Su, 2012). Technically, winter
shoots could still be harvested and sold on the market for a high winter shoots price until they
emerge above ground and start to be called spring shoots. Nevertheless, among bamboo managers
in China, there are fewer shoots being harvested in February compared to November, September,
and January based on the traditional bamboo management guidance to avoid harvesting too much
winter shoots right before spring shoots emergence. The purpose for avoiding overharvesting in
the month of February is based on rationales of fostering new bamboo forest (Forestry Department
of Hunan Province, 2008).

3. Previous Literature
Owing to intertwined feedback links between biological and economic systems,
bioeconomic modeling is challenging, and there is a considerable need for studies that couple
economic models of decision-making with biophysical models to provide policy-relevant
implications (Kling et al., 2017). Most economic studies of forest management to date are based
on mathematical optimization with a certain objective such as profit maximization (Buongiorno,
and Gilless, 2003; Kant and Alavalapati, 2014), with a predominant focus on developed countries.
Forest management is a dynamic problem because trees (and bamboo) take time to grow.
We build on the seminal model of the optimal rotation time for a forest developed by Faustmann
(1849) and elaborated upon by Samuelson (1976). Since then, the Faustmann model has been
extended in many ways (Newman, 1988), including to even-aged forest management (Jackson,
1980; Chang, 1983), uneven-aged forest management (Chang, 1981; Hall, 1983), externalities
(Berck, 1981; Bowes, 1983; Calish et al., 1978; Hartman, 1976; Nguyen, 1979; Strang, 1983),
taxation (Chang, 1982; Klemperer, 1979; Pearse, 1967; Rideout, 1982; Ollikainen, 1991), evolving
stumpage price (Bare and Waggener, 1980; Gregersen, 1975; McConnell et al., 1983; Hardie et
al., 1984; Newman et al., 1985), a one-time change of unchanged factors (Nautiyal and Williams,
1990), uncertainty (Chang, 1998), the intertemporal allocation of consumption (Deegen et al.,
2011), rotation and thinning (Arimizu, 1958), optimal density (Amidon and Akin, 1968), net
present discounted value of future payoff (Kilkki and Väisänen, 1969), forest production control
(Hool, 1965), production control with Markov process (Hool, 1966), and thinning decisions
(Amidon and Akin, 1968). The previous literature has also examined more complicated thinning
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decisions or combined thinning and rotation decisions (Amidon and Akin, 1968; Brodie et al.,
1978; Brodie and Kao, 1979; Chen et al, 1980; Ritters et al., 1982).
In most of the forest economics literature, growth simulation models or yield models
characterize the objective as the timber yield for tree species of interest in dynamic programming.
Both growth simulation model and yield model describe productivity of a tree standing as a
function of multiple variables such as age, temperature, soil, rainfall, slope, and rooting depth
(Tyler, Macmillan, and Dutch, 1996). If the objective of the forest owners is instead profit
maximization, then the market price of the timber also becomes significant factor in the payoff
function.
Previous studies have some typical foci that are worth mentioning. Sophisticated studies
on forestry management utilizing dynamic optimization have been done (Ritters, 1982; Haight,
1985; Yousefpour and Hanewinkel, 2009) with specific focus on developed countries. It is not
surprising that dynamic optimization for forest management first suffices in more affluent areas
since these areas are high in demand for sustainable development and cost effectiveness. Fewer
studies are carried out in developing countries and poor areas. Pine and fir are two major types of
tree species researchers interested in, due to their popularity in the western world and well
developed productivity simulation models. Management of these tree species can be cost
ineffective for the fact that they require intensive thinning machinery and labor.
Fast economic development in developing countries and a higher demand of sustainability
generate incentive for managing forest with dynamic optimization in these regions. Different
political structures, forestry contexts, objectives, and previous sivilcultural practices demonstrate
various research opportunities on forest management in developing countries. The literature
review done so far demonstrates the possibility of applying dynamic optimization in Chinese
forestry.
Bamboo tends to be ignored in the US due to stronger interest in planting timber rich trees,
low demand for bamboo shoots, and very limited history cultivating bamboo forests. Only very
few studies about bamboo have been done focusing on bamboo management in the US, compared
to great amount of timber forest species such as fir and oak discussed in the former sections.
Introduced as a potential bio energy crop but proved to be less productive, bamboo is still been
considered as a woody grass with very constrained usage in the US, since there are more other out
productive trees to be cultivated (Scurlock, Dayton, and Hames, 1999). To date, no previous study
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used dynamic optimization in bamboo forest management as it has been done for Douglas fir or
oak, which are more popular and traditional tree species for US.
We innovate on the previous literature by developing a novel nested dynamic bioeconomic
model of the management of forests that generate interdependent products that differ in their
growth cycles; and by analyzing bamboo forest management in particular. Our nested dynamic
bioeconomic model has important implications for the sustainable management of forests
worldwide, particularly when the forests produce products that can be harvested at more frequent
intervals than the trees themselves.
Our paper also contributes to the literature on dynamic structural econometric models and
its applications (Rust, 1987; Timmins, 2002; Duflo, Hanna and Ryan, 2012; Gowrisankaran and
Rysman, 2012; Scott, 2013; Aguirregabiria and Luengo, 2016; Gillingham et al., 2016; Langer
and Lemoine, 2018; Carroll et al., 2019; Donna, 2019; Blundell, Gowrisankaran and Langer, 2020;
Cook and Lin Lawell, 2020; Oliva et al., 2020; Feger, Pavanini and Radulescu, 2020; Ching and
Osborne, 2020; Araujo, Costa, and Sant'Anna, 2020; Agarwal et al., 2021; Carroll et al., 2022b;
Yeh, Gómez and Lin Lawell, 2022; Sears, Lin Lawell and Walter 2022; Carroll et al., 2022a; Li,
Liu and Wei, 2021; Sambucci, Lin Lawell and Lybbert, 2022; Anderson et al., 2021).
Previous research by Misra and Nair (2011) provides evidence that dynamic structural
econometric models can help significantly improve decision-making and outcomes. In their study,
Misra and Nair (2011) develop and apply a dynamic structural econometric model to data on the
US sales force of a large contact lens manufacturer to design sales-force compensation schemes to
increase the firm’s profits. Their recommendations were then implemented at the firm, resulting
in an increase in annual revenues of about $12 million. Our research strives to similarly improve
decision-making and outcomes by bamboo forest managers.

4. Dynamic Model of Moso Bamboo Management
Optimal Moso bamboo management is a complex dynamic problem. Moso bamboo forest
management involves making decisions about the timing and quantity of bamboo stem harvests
and bamboo shoot harvests. Both bamboo stems and bamboo shoots are products that are sold on
the market. Bamboo shoots grow annually from a bamboo plant’s underground rhizomes. Owing
to their tender taste and to difficulties in harvesting underground shoots, winter shoots – which
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are young bamboo shoots that are just beginning to grow underground during the winter months –
have a higher market price than the older spring shoots that emerge above ground during the later
spring months. Bamboo shoots grow into bamboo plants after the end of spring shooting (Su, 2012).
Bamboo stems continue to grow each year until age 4-5 years (Zhang et al., 2014; Zhuang et al.,
2015), while bamboo shoots only grow within a year. The harvesting of bamboo stems entails
cutting down the bamboo plant, while the harvesting of bamboo shoots does not.
We solve for the optimal bamboo stem harvest and bamboo shoot harvest policy using a
numerical dynamic model that nests an inner finite-horizon within-year daily dynamic
programming problem within an outer finite-horizon between-year annual dynamic programming
problem. The inner finite-horizon within-year daily dynamic programming problem captures daily
bamboo shoot growth within a year. The outer finite-horizon between-year annual dynamic
programming problem captures annual bamboo stem growth from year to year.
Our dynamic programming model is a finite sequence of finite-horizon problems. In
particular, we nest an inner dynamic optimization problem within an outer dynamic optimization
problem. The inner dynamic optimization problem is a finite-horizon within-year daily dynamic
programming problem representing the days in one bamboo growth year.
The outer finite-horizon between-year annual dynamic programming problem captures
annual bamboo stem growth from year to year. Generally, Moso bamboo stems reach their
maximum biomass at age 4-5 years (Zhang et al., 2014; Zhuang et al., 2015), do not increase
significantly in biomass after 4.62 years (Zhuang et al., 2015), and mature at age 5-6 years (Yen
and Lee, 2011). In our numerical dynamic model, we allow bamboo managers the possibility of
letting bamboo stem grow to age 10 years, well past their age of maximum biomass, if it is optimal
for them to do so. Since it would be very economically inefficient to harvest bamboo stem after
10 years, however, we model bamboo stem growth with a finite horizon of 10 years. We therefore
have a finite sequence of 10 one-year finite horizon problems. Thus, the outer dynamic
optimization problem is a finite-horizon between-year annual dynamic programming problem that
runs from 0 to 10 years.
Because we have two time variables, year y and day-in-year d, in a finite horizon, nested
backward iteration is applicable. We can think of the management of different age classes of
bamboo that co-exist at the same time as a (possibly infinite) set of these finite-horizon dynamic
programming problems (each representing a finite sequence of finite-horizon problems), one for
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each set of bamboo emerged as shoots at the same time, but possibly with spillovers across these
problems.
We start by modeling the harvesting of bamboo that emerged from rhizomes at the same
time (and therefore of the same age class). The control (action) variables are the bamboo shoots
harvest decision as and the bamboo stem harvest decision ab . The state variables are the number
of bamboo stem per hectare nb and the number of bamboo shoots per hectare ns . The bamboo
biomass for an individual bamboo plant is given by the bamboo biomass Yb . The bamboo shoot
biomass for an individual bamboo shoot is given by the bamboo shoot biomass Ys . The time
variables are year y and day-in-year d.
The value function, which is the present discounted value (PDV) of the entire stream of
per-period payoffs when the bamboo shoot harvest and bamboo stem harvest decisions are chosen
optimally, is given by the following Bellman equation:
V ( s , d , y )  max  ( s , a , d , y )   E[V ( s , d , y ) | s , a , d , y ] .
a  ( ab , as )

Since we nest an inner finite-horizon within-year daily dynamic programming problem
within an outer finite-horizon between-year annual dynamic programming problem, we use two
different discount factors: a daily discount factor  d and an annual discount factor  y . We set the
annual discount factor to be  y  0.9 . We set the daily discount factor to be

 d  exp(ln( y ) / 365)  0.9997 , which yields an annual discount factor of 0.9 over 365 days.
Since we are assuming that the same bamboo plant can be harvested for shoots and/or later
for bamboo, it suffices to declare one constant to be the initial number of bamboo plants (stems)
per hectare. In general, there will be around 1,750 to 3,000 bamboo stem per hectare in Zhejiang
province. To make our dynamic programming problem easier to solve, we discretize action
variables as proportions of the initial number of bamboo plants (stems) per hectare. Thus, as is
expressed as a percentage of nb 0 , the initial number of bamboo plants (stems) per hectare, and
ranges from harvesting 0% to 100% of the initial number nb 0 of bamboo stem per hectare.
Similarly, ab is expressed as a percentage of nb 0 , the initial number of bamboo plants (stems) per
hectare, and ranges from harvesting 0% to 100% of the initial number nb 0 of bamboo stem per
hectare.
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For the transition density for number of bamboo shoots within a year: during each year y,
the number of bamboo shoots will change via the bamboo shoots harvest decision as , which can
decrease the number of bamboo plants by a percentage of the initial number of bamboo plants nb 0 .
Thus, prior to the end of spring shooting, the number of bamboo plants the next day this year is
given by:

ns , y ,d 1  max{ns , y ,d  as , y ,d , 0} d  d s ,
where d s is the day-in-year corresponding to the last day of spring shooting. Since bamboo shoots
grow into bamboo plants after the end of spring shooting:

ns , y ,d 1  0 d  d s .
For the transition density for number of bamboo plants, the number of bamboo stems nb
changes via the bamboo stem harvest decision ab , which can decrease the number of bamboo
stems by a percentage of the initial number of bamboo plants nb 0 . Bamboo stem harvest can occur
any day of year. Given ab , we obtain the next period’s number of bamboo plants by subtracting
ab from this period’s number of bamboo plants. Thus, next period’s number of bamboo stems is
given by:

nb , y ,d 1  max{nb, y ,d  ab , y ,d , 0}
nb , y 1,0  max{nb , y , D  ab, y , D , 0}

.

In addition, since bamboo shoots grow into bamboo plants after the end of spring shooting,
the number of bamboo stems nb also increases by the number of bamboo shoots that remain at the
end of the last day of spring shooting. Thus, on day-in-year d s , which is the day-in-year that
corresponds to the last day of spring shooting, the transition density for the number of bamboo
stems is given by:

nb, y ,ds 1  max{nb, y ,d  ab, y ,d  max{nb , y ,ds  ab, y ,ds , 0}, 0} .
For now, we start by modeling the harvesting of bamboo that was all planted at the same time (and
therefore of the same age class). We therefore start by modeling bamboo that start as bamboo
shoots and, if they are not harvested, grow into bamboo stem at the end of spring shooting at the
end of the first bamboo growth year. Thus, for the bamboo stem, we start by focusing only on
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bamboo stem that result from bamboo shoots that remain at the end of spring shooting in the first
bamboo growth year for now.
The transition density for number of bamboo shoots between years is more complicated.
Li et al. (2016) find that Moso bamboo shoots emergence is positively related to bamboo stem
density: with a higher bamboo stem density, there are more rhizomes underground, and thus a
larger possibility for bamboo shoots emergence. According to Zhang and Ding (1997), new
bamboo shoots emergence is positively correlated with Leaf Area Index (LAI) and positively
correlated with precipitation in July, August, September over the previous year, which is the period
of bamboo shoots formation. LAI is defined as leaf area/ground area, and thus is an index that
characterize the bamboo stem density of a Moso bamboo stand. The number of bamboo shoots at
the beginning of the year depends on the number of remaining bamboo plants at the beginning of
the year (remaining after bamboo stem are harvested the previous year), since remaining bamboo
plants affect density of the bamboo stand. When bamboo stems are harvested, which means it is
going to be an off year next year, number of shoots next year is going to be less next year since
bamboo stand developing more for leaves and rhizomes during an off year.
We incorporate the positive correlation between number of shoots and bamboo plants by
subtracting this year’s bamboo harvest (which is equal to 0 and does not affect number of bamboo
shoots if it is within the year and bamboo harvest has not taken place). We implement the positive
correlation between number of bamboo shoots at the beginning of the year and on the number of
remaining bamboo plants at the beginning of the year (remaining after bamboo stem are harvested
the previous year) as follows:

ns , y 1,0  max{nb , y 1,0 , 0} .
Later, in the stochastic model, we add the positive correlation with the precipitation during the
months of July, August, and September from the previous year.
There are multiple available models to measure the growth and productivity of a Moso
bamboo plant. Allometric equations and logistic functions have been used for characterizing
bamboo growth. An allometric model predicts biomass using diameter at breast height. Biological
studies suggest using the Chapman-Richards model (Richards, 1959), which is flexible growth
model for plants, and has been used to predict Moso bamboo height (Yen, 2016). In addition to a
model for bamboo stem growth, we also need a model for bamboo shoot growth. Bamboo shoot
biomass accumulation has been described using logistic curve (Zhou, 1998). The literature
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constructing a growth model for bamboo shoots is sparse, however, and even less is known about
undergrowth winter shoot growth. Thus, as the Chapman-Richards model is a generalized logistic
curve, and since bamboo shoots are young bamboo plants, we adopt and separately parameterize
separate Chapman-Richards models for winter shoot growth and spring shoot growth as well.
We therefore use a separate Chapman-Richards model for the growth of each of the three
types j of bamboo products: winter shoots sw , spring shoots sw , and bamboo stem b . The
Chapman-Richards model is given by:



Y j  Aj 1  Q j e



 j t j 1/ (1 v j )

,

where Y j is the total biomass for bamboo product j in a single bamboo plant; t j is the age of
bamboo (in days for winter and spring shoots, and in years for bamboo stem); and Aj ,  j , Q j ,

v j are parameters whose interpretation and values for each of the bamboo product types j are
discussed in more detail below.
The equation for bamboo biomass is the equation for bamboo biomass for an individual
bamboo plant that has not yet been harvested. It therefore should not be a function of any of the
action variables. It also does not depend on the current bamboo biomass, but only on time. We
do not need to discretize or round Y j , since it is not a state variable.
The per-period payoff function is a function of state variables, action values, day in year,
and year. In our numerical model, we assume a constant price for bamboo stem and a constant
price for bamboo stem, assumptions which we will relax in our dynamic structural econometric
model. We assume that the daily fixed cost is c0 . This includes the cost of maintenance.
Since this is a finite horizon problem, the value functions and policy functions are functions
of both measures of time, year y and day-in-year d. The terminal condition for the outer annual
backwards iteration is that there is no continuation value after the last day of the last year. The
terminal condition for the inner day-in-year backwards iteration is that, except in the last year,
when there is no continuation value after the last day of the last year, the continuation in the last
day of the year is the expected value of the value function on the first day of the next year. We can
think of the management of different age classes of bamboo that co-exist at the same time as a
(possibly infinite) set of these finite-horizon dynamic programming problems (each representing
a finite sequence of finite-horizon problems), one for each set of bamboo planted at the same time,
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but possibly with spillovers across these problems. But for now, we start by modeling the
harvesting of bamboo that was all planted at the same time (and therefore of the same age class).
From Xu et al. (2017), there are on average 400 stems of bamboo in the same one-year age class
per hectare.
Our per-period payoff function is:

 ( s, a, d , y )  Rb ( s, a, d , y )  Cb ( s, a, d , y )  Rs ( s, a, d , y )  Cs ( s, a, d , y )  c0 ,
where Rb ( s, a, d , y ) is bamboo stem harvest revenue, Cb ( s, a, d , y ) is bamboo stem harvest cost,
Rs ( s, a, d , y ) is bamboo shoot harvest revenue, Cs ( s, a, d , y ) is bamboo shoot harvest revenue, and
c0 is a daily fixed cost.
Bamboo stem harvest revenue Rb ( s, a, d , y ) is given by:
Rb ( s, a, d , y )  pb ab nb 0Yb ,
where pb is the bamboo stem price and  is a conversion coefficient to convert bamboo stem price
and bamboo stem quantity ab nb 0Yb to comparable units, as explained in more detail below.
Bamboo stem harvest cost Cb ( s, a, d , y ) is given by:
Cb ( s, a, d , y )  cb ab nb 0Yb ,
where cb is the unit cost of bamboo stem harvest and  is a conversion coefficient to convert the
unit cost of bamboo stem harvest and bamboo stem quantity ab nb 0Yb to comparable units, as
explained in more detail in below.
Bamboo shoot harvest revenue Rs ( s, a, d , y ) is given by:
Rs ( s, a, d , y )  ps as nb 0Ys ,
where ps is the bamboo shoots price and  is a conversion coefficient to convert bamboo shoots
price and bamboo shoots quantity as nb 0Ys to comparable units. We allow the bamboo shoots price
ps to differ for winter shoots and spring shoots. The biomass we predicted using ChapmanRichards model cannot been directly used to calculate total revenue in per period payoff because
shoots and stem price are recorded in yuan per kilogram, where the weight in kilograms contains
both biomass and water. We need coefficients that transfer biomass into kilograms for both
bamboo forest products. The Chapman-Richard’s model predicts biomass Yb and Ys in units of
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kilograms. The price we have are for weights rather than weights of biomass, which is dry weight.
Since weight include water and biomass, we use a conversion coefficient  to transfer biomass
into its actual weight.
Bamboo shoot harvest cost Cb ( s, a, d , y ) is given by:
Cs ( s, a, d , y )  cs as nb 0Ys ,
where cs is the unit cost of bamboo shoot harvest and  is a conversion coefficient to convert the
unit cost of bamboo shoot harvest and bamboo shoots quantity as nb 0Ys to comparable units, as
explained in more detail in below. We allow the bamboo shoots harvest cost cs to differ for winter
shoots and spring shoots.
The bamboo forest manager chooses the bamboo stem harvest strategy and the bamboo
shoot harvest strategy to maximize the present discounted value of the entire stream of per-period
payoffs.
In addition to a deterministic specification of our dynamic programming model, we also
run our model allowing rain to be stochastic. In our stochastic rain specification: there are four
state variables: the number nb of bamboo stem per hectare, the number ns a of bamboo shoots per
hectare, precipitation precip, and lagged precipitation precip_lagged. We discretize nb into 6 bins,
in units of 80 bamboo stem per hectare. We discretize ns into 6 bins, in units of 80 bamboo shoots
per hectare. We discretize precip and precip_lagged into 2 values each: 0 (low) and 1 (high),
where precip _ lagged y ,d  precip y 1, D . The probability that precipitation is high, rain_high_prob,
is a parameter in this model whose value we vary.
We implement the positive correlation of the number of bamboo shoots per hectare with
precipitation during the months of July, August, and September of the previous year as a bin
increment of 1 if precip_lagged is equal to 1 (high):

ns , y 1,0  min{max{nb , y 1,0  precip y 1, D , 0}, Nb } .
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5. Parameter Values
5.1. Bamboo shoot price
Bamboo shoot prices vary for spring bamboo shoots and winter bamboo shoots. Due to
difficulties of locating and harvesting underground winter bamboo shoots, as well as popular
preference over more tender taste, winter bamboo shoots have higher market price than spring
bamboo shoots. As long as the shoots are underground and have not emerged above ground, they
are called winter shoots. Winter shoots remain dormant during the coldest winter days in January
and February, and emerge above ground in March when the temperature rises. Due to their
dormancy, the nutrient contents do not change by much in these two months (Su, 2012).
Technically, winter shoots could still be harvested and sold on the market for a high winter shoots
price until they emerge above ground and start to be called spring shoots.
In addition, spring shoots taste bitter, are no longer tender, and are no longer even
considered a good source of vegetable (LeBeau Bamboo Nursery, 2015) and therefore will be
unpopular on the market after they exceed 30 cm (or about 1 foot), which is after around 10 days
of spring shooting (Tao et al. 2020). The maximum number of days for which spring shoots are
traded and spring shoots prices are recorded on the wholesale market for Zhejiang province is from
March 1 to June 13, which is longer than the local number of days spring shoots are on the market
because it incorporates all townships in Zhejiang province, each of which has a spring shoots
market period of around 60 days that occur at different times. In Shanchuan and Sian Townships,
the maximum number of days for which spring shoots are traded and spring shoots prices are
recorded on the wholesale market is from March 1st to April 30, which is 61 days. These are from
data and interviews.
According to data from National Agricultural Products Business Information Public
Service Platform operated by China’s Ministry of Commerce, bamboo shoots prices remain stable
in Liaoning province, which is not a major source of bamboo, but volatile in Zhejiang province,
one of the eight major provinces with bamboo forests. The bamboo shoot price in a representative
market in Jiaxing in Zhejiang province varied from ¥3.06/kg to ¥24.75/kg in 2017. Bamboo shoot
prices in Zhejiang province followed a similar pattern from 2014 to 2018, with the highest prices
in the winter. Bamboo shoot prices are in the range of ¥2/kg to ¥40/kg, with highest price appearing
in November and lowest price appearing in May in general.
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In our numerical model, we vary the bamboo shoot price ps from 25 to 40 ¥/kg for winter
shoots, and from 2 to 3 ¥/kg for spring shoots until 10 days of spring shooting. After 10 days of
spring shooting, we set the bamboo shoot price for spring shoots to be 0 ¥/kg.
5.2. Bamboo stem price
Unlike for bamboo shoots, daily data on bamboo stem price is not available from
government operated databases. According to Wu and Cao (2016), the 2012 Moso bamboo stem
price is ¥1.39/kg in Zhejiang province. Meng, Liu, and Wu (2014) find average bamboo stem price
to be ¥0.79/kg. In our numerical model, the bamboo stem price pb ranges from 0.8 to 1.4 ¥/kg.
5.3. Bamboo forest maintenance cost, harvesting costs, and planting costs
Bamboo management and harvest costs vary for different provinces. According to a recent
study using randomized data from representative sampling in three provinces, the major costs of
bamboo forest are labor costs, along with a minor cost of fertilizer (Wu and Cao, 2016). The
average labor cost in Zhejiang province is ¥125 per worker per day. One hectare Moso bamboo is
estimated to cost ¥4100 annually on labor. Increasing fertilizer usage significantly boosts bamboo
shoots yields, while has little effect on stems output. This is not true for increase in labor input,
which leads to higher stems and shoots quantity at the same time (Wu and Cao, 2016). Labor
hours differ for timber forest and timber-shoots forest, where the former aims at bamboo stem
production and the latter has two major products (Meng, Liu and Wu, 2014). Land quality such
as the slope of land affects the cost of bamboo stems harvest (Wu and Cao, 2016; Dong et al.,
2015).
Bamboo planting costs include land finishing costs, planting labor costs, and bamboo
mother plants costs, accordingly account for 39.4, 30.9 work-day per hector, and ¥15 per mother
plant. These add up to a ¥14,712.5/ha one-time cost. (Meng, Liu and Wu, 2014). All bamboo
forests included in our data are naturally grown from long ago rather than planted, and thus
planting cost is zero.
Maintenance costs vary in the range of 5.4 to 14.4 work-day per hectare annually, with
average labor cost of ¥125/work-day in Zhejiang province. Average maintenance cost per hectare
in Zhejiang province is estimated to be ¥675/ha to ¥1,800/ha annually. The difference in costs is
due to age of bamboo forests. In their study, “forest formation year” is used to name the ninth year
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when maintenance costs decrease sharply. Intensive labor is ideal before bamboo forest formation
year, and decreases sharply after forest formation year (Meng, Liu and Wu, 2014). Bamboo forest
has its major cost of fertilizer, which cost 1,000 yuan per year, with an additional cost of 2,000
yuan on labor to spread fertilizer. Bamboo stem density ranges from 1,750 to 3,000 per ha for
different areas. For our numerical model, we set the daily fixed cost c0 to 2 ¥ per day.
Average shoots harvesting costs are estimated to be 1.9 work-day per hectare annually,
which is ¥237.5/ha per year. Bamboo stem harvesting cost is 14 work-day per hectare annually,
which is ¥1,750/ha per year (Meng, Liu and Wu, 2014).
According to Mr. Jianping Pan, who is the manager of Fumin Bamboo Shoot Specialized
Cooperative, bamboo harvest can be fast, one worker can harvest 1 mu (about 667 square meters)
of bamboo per day. For bamboo stem, workers get paid daily with a rate of 300 yuan per day and
harvest 1,250 to 2,000 kg of bamboo stem. For spring shoots, workers got paid daily, with a rate
of 150 to 180 yuan per day, and can harvest 100 kg of spring shoots per day; the total harvest for
each sample plot is 200-250 kg per spring shooting period. Winter shoots are more expensive and
harder to find than spring shoots, and thus workers get paid for 300 yuan per day and can harvest
about 15 to 20 kg per day.
For the harvesting costs in our numerical model, we calculate the unit costs of harvest by
dividing estimates of harvest per worker per day by cost per worker per day. We vary the unit cost
cs of bamboo shoot harvest from 300/20 ¥/kg to 300/15 ¥/kg for winter shoots, and from 150/100
¥/kg to 180/100 ¥/kg for spring shoots. We set the unit cost cb of bamboo stem harvest from
300/2,000 ¥/kg to 300/1,250 ¥/kg.
5.4. Time
Since winter shooting period and the corresponding spring shooting years are in two years,
we measure a “year” based on bamboo growth rather than following a strict calendar year. The
first day of each bamboo growth year is the first day of winter shooting. The first day of winter
shooting is September 1. As long as the shoots are underground and have not emerged above
ground, they are called winter shoots. Winter shoots remain dormant during the coldest winter
days in January and February, and emerge above ground in March when the temperature rises (Su,
2012). Spring shooting begins on March 1 in Zhejiang province. Thus, winter shooting is from
September 1 until February 28. The number of winter shooting days is therefore 181 days. The
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spring shooting period starts on March 1 and ends on September 30, the last day of the bamboo
growth year. In other words, shoots do not become bamboo stem until the end of the bamboo
growth year. This is because, as seen in Song et al. (2016), the bamboo still seems to grow very
fast following the spring shoot growth function until the end of the bamboo growth year. Thus,
the number of spring shooting days we use in our numerical model is 184 days.
Since bamboo stem harvest is possible during any day throughout the year, we model the
decision on each day of the year. The day in year d starts on September 1 (the first day of winter
shooting) in one calendar year and ends on August 31 the following calendar year, 365 days later.
Our year variable y is the bamboo growth year, not calendar year. Each bamboo growth year y
starts from September 1 of one calendar year and end on August 31 of the following calendar year.
5.5. Parameters in Chapman-Richards model of bamboo shoot growth for winter shoots
To date there have not been any studies based on the biomass of winter shoots growth, and
there are very few studies on Moso bamboo underground development. We use the following
Chapman-Richards model for winter shoot growth:



Ysw  Asw 1  Qsw e



 sw tsw 1/(1 vsw )

,

where Ysw is the total biomass of a winter shoot of age twx days. The shoots biomass is basically
the dried weight of shoots. The Chapman-Richards model for winter shoot growth yields the
following equation of motion for winter shoot biomass:
dYsw (tsw )
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For the age tsw of winter shoots, due to its relatively short period of growth, age of bamboo
shoots is measured in days rather than years. Winter shooting is from September 1 until February
28. The number of winter shooting days t smax
is therefore 181 days.
w
The parameter Asw is related to the maximum possible winter shoot biomass for a single
winter shoot. According to a video from Zhejiang province of winter shoots in late November
2020 (“Zhejiang Local Winter Shoots Trading on Site”), it is very rare to have winter shoots that
is 0.75 kg in Zhejiang province, which is 0.375 kg in dry biomass (using our transition of 0.5
between weight and biomass). According to Yonghua Qiu, a senior engineer from Suichang
Bureau of Forestry, where Suichang is a township in Zhejiang, the maximum possible winter
shoots weight could be go up to as large as more than 0.5 kg in previous years, while since 2013
is a dry year, winter shoots only grow up to 0.25 kg. It is also rare to harvest winter shoots that is
more than 1.5 kg (Zeng and Peng, 2013). In our numerical model, we set Ysmax
, the maximum
w
possible winter shoots biomass at the end of winter shooting (day t smax
), to be 0.75 kg. This is to
w
say, the maximum possible winter shoots biomass at the end of winter shooting will be 1.5 kg per
We then calibrate Asw , which is the maximum

shoot in weight, and thus 0.75 kg in biomass.

possible winter shoot biomass as the number of days goes to infinity (which is well past the end
of winter shooting) as follows:



Asw  Ysmax
/ 1  Qsw e
w

 sw tsmax
w



1/(1 vsw )

.

For the growth rate  sw for winter shoots, the growth rate for bamboo shoots is more rapid
than that for bamboo stem (Song et al., 2016). To date there have not been any studies based on
the biomass of winter shoots growth, and there are very few studies on Moso bamboo underground
development. Wei et al. (2017) describes underground bamboo shoots development, but only have
a time trend of growth of winter shoots in terms of individual height, not biomass. Hu et al. (2020)
study gene expression for each month of shoots growth from September to the following year’s
April. The number of genes expressed in the shoots is a measure of shoots growth activity level,
as well as biomass accumulation. Since Hu et al. (2020) find the winter shoots express fewer genes
than spring shoots do, we choose a growth rate  sw for winter shoots that is slightly lower than the
growth rate  ss for spring shoots that we specify below. In particular, since we set the growth rate
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 s for spring shoots to 0.036 below, and winter shoots is expressing less genes compared to spring
s

shoots, we set the growth rate  sw for winter shoots to 0.03.
For the biological constant Qsw , which is related to the initial winter shoot biomass at the
beginning of winter shooting, we set Qsw to 1 because we want the biomass of winter shoots to be
equal to 0 on day tsw  0 .
The parameter vsw is related to the inflection point of the Chapman-Richards growth
function, where the time rate of change in winter shoot biomass reaches its maximum. This
allometric constant lies between zero and one for the Chapman-Richards growth model
(Fekedulegn et al., 1999; Liu and Li, 2003). Wei et al. (2017) measure individual shoot diameter
from August to February the following year find that the diameter change of Moso bamboo is slow
until late November and then slows down again. Sun et al. (2017) find that underground shoots
formed in September; developed into underground shoots in October and November. Shoot growth
rate slowed down and almost stopped in December until February next year. Shoots growth
resumes in March and emerged from ground (Sun et al. 2017). The fastest growth happened
between early and late November. Bamboo shoots start to dormant from December because of the
cold weather until next March. (Wei et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2020). This is to say, the fastest growing
time is around day 76 (mid November) of the entire winter shoot growth process. We therefore
set the winter day of inflection tsiwnfl to be 76. We calculate vsw using
vsw  1  Qsw e

 s w t sinfl
w

.

and iterating on vsw until convergence.
5.6. Parameters in Chapman-Richards model of bamboo shoot growth for spring shoots
We use the following Chapman-Richards model for spring shoot growth:



Yss  Ass 1  Qss e

  ss t ss



1/(1 vss )

,

where Yss is the total biomass of a spring shoot of age tss days.
For the age tss of spring shoots, due to its relatively short period of growth, age of bamboo
shoots is measured in spring shooting days rather than years. The spring shooting period starts on
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March 1 and ends on September 30, the last day of the bamboo growth year. In other words, shoots
do not become bamboo stem until the end of the bamboo growth year. This is because, as seen in
Song et al. (2016), the bamboo still seems to grow very fast following the spring shoot growth
function until the end of the bamboo growth year. Thus, the number of spring shooting days t smax
s
we use in our numerical model is 184 days. Bamboo shoots grow into a bamboo plant after the
end of spring shooting (Shi et al., 2013).
The parameter Asw is related to the maximum possible spring shoot biomass for a single
spring shoot. Xu et al. (2011) study the time trend of above ground biomass in Lin’an city,
Zhejiang Province, and find that on spring shooting day 88, the spring shoot biomass is
approximately 8.25 kg in dry weight. Song et al. (2016) shows shoots biomass at the end of August
to be ~8 kg. In our numerical model, we set Ysmax
, the maximum possible spring shoots biomass
s
at the end of spring shooting (day t smax
), to be 8 kg. We then calibrate Ass , which is the maximum
s
possible spring shoot biomass as the number of spring shooting days goes to infinity (which is well
past the end of spring shooting) as follows:



Ass  Ysmax
/ 1  Qss e
s

 ss tsmax
s



1/(1 vss )

.

For the growth rate  ss for spring shoots, the growth rate for bamboo shoots is more rapid
than that for bamboo stem (Song et al., 2016). Based on Song et al. (2016), the growth rate for
spring shoots at the end of April is 0.036 per day. We therefore set set our spring shoot growth rate

 s to 0.036.
s

The biological constant Qss is related to the initial spring shoot biomass at the beginning of
spring shooting. Since Qss is based on the biomass of spring shoots at the beginning of spring
shooting, then this should be calculated based on the biomass at the end of winter shooting. In
other words, we use the biomass on the last day of winter shooting to calculate Qss . The biomass
on the last day of winter shooting, Ysmax
, is the Chapman-Richards growth function for winter
w
shoots evaluated on the last day of winter shooting. We then calculate Qss as:
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The parameter vs is related to the inflection point of the Chapman-Richards growth
function, where the time rate of change in spring shoot biomass reaches its maximum. According
to Song et al. (2016), the maximum growth rate occurs at the end of April, which is around 60 days
of spring shooting. We take the maximum growth rate for spring shoots as occurring at ~60 days
of spring shooting. We therefore set the spring day of inflection tsisnfl to be 60. We calculate vss
using:
vss  1  Qss e

  s s t sinfl
s

.

and iterating on vss until convergence.
5.7. Parameters in Chapman-Richards model of bamboo stem growth
We use the following Chapman-Richards model for bamboo stem growth:



Yb  Ab 1  Qb ebtb



1/(1 vss )

,

where Yb is the total biomass of a bamboo stem of age tb years.
For the age tb of bamboo forest in years, Moso bamboo stems reach their maximum
biomass at age 4-5 years (Zhang et al., 2014; Zhuang et al., 2015), do not increase significantly in
biomass after 4.62 years (Zhuang et al., 2015), and mature at age 5-6 years (Yen and Lee, 2011).
We assume Moso bamboo stem biomass does not increase after tbmax years, and set tbmax to 8 years.
For Ab , which is related to the maximum possible bamboo stem biomass for a single
bamboo plant in the specific area, the maximum possible bamboo biomass for a single bamboo
plant depends on land quality such as slope, precipitation, soil type, and temperature of the bamboo
field we are interested in. Yen (2016) calculate maximize stem biomass for Moso bamboo in
central Taiwan in its 5th year growth to be 15.88 kg per plant with standard deviation of 2.51 kg.
Zhang et al. (2014) find that the maximum stem biomass for an eight-year-old Moso bamboo has
average biomass of 15.06 kg, with a standard deviation of 6.58 kg. Moso bamboo with longer age
will have higher maximum stem biomass, while stem biomass accumulation slow down in the
mature age for Moso bamboo, which is generally at age 5-6 years (Yen and Lee, 2011). In our
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numerical model, based on the means in the previous literature, we set Ybmax , the maximum
possible bamboo stem biomass at the end of tbmax years, to be 15.5 kg. We then calibrate Ab , which
is the maximum possible bamboo stem biomass as the number of years goes to infinity (which is
well past tbmax ) as follows:



max

Ab  Ybmax / 1  Qb e btb



1/(1 vb )

.

For the growth rate  b for bamboo stem, the growth rate for Moso bamboo differs with
studies as well. According to Xu et al. (2011), the major biomass accumulation occurred along
with the fast elongation of bamboo stem in the early stage of bamboo growth. In the stage where
first shoot shell detached and branch emergence, bamboo biomass tripled. To estimate the biomass
accumulation rate for Moso bamboo, we compare bamboo stem biomass in different age groups.
According to Zhang et al. (2014), the growth rate for bamboo stem biomass over four 2-year stages
is in the range of 0.060 to 0.196 per 2-year stage, or an average of 0.03 to 0.098 per year. Based
on Song et al. (2016), the growth rate after 4 months of shooting (in August before the first full
bamboo growth year) is 0.75 per year. In our numerical model, we set the growth rate  b for
bamboo stem to 0.75.
The biological constant Qb , which is related to the initial bamboo stem biomass at the
beginning of the first bamboo growth year. For bamboo stem, we model the growth of bamboo
stem starting from the end of spring shooting, when bamboo shoots become bamboo stem. At the
beginning of its full bamboo growth year (i.e., at the beginning of bamboo growth year age 1), the
initial bamboo stem biomass is the maximum bamboo shoot biomass at the end of spring shooting.





The end of spring shooting in years is tb 0  tsmax
 tsmax
/ 365 . The initial bamboo stem biomass at
w
s
the end of spring shooting (year tb 0 ) is the maximum bamboo shoot biomass Ysmax
at the end of
s
spring shooting. We then calculate Qss as:

Qb 



1  Ysmax
/ Ybmax
s



e btb 0  Ysmax
/ Ybmax
s
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1 vb



1 vb

max

e btb

.

The parameter vb is related to the inflection point of the Chapman-Richards growth
function, where the time rate of change in bamboo stem biomass reaches its maximum. In Song
et al. (2016), the biomass accumulation is fastest after in September following spring shooting.
Since the bamboo growth year starts September 1, this means that the inflection point takes place
the first month of the first full bamboo growth year (bamboo growth year age 1). We therefore set
the year of inflection tbi nfl to be 1. We calculate vb using:
infl

vb  1  Qb e  btb .
and iterating on vb until convergence.

6. Results of Numerical Model
Our calibrated piecewise Chapman-Richards growth function for bamboo shoots, which
combines a Chapman-Richards growth function for winter shoots with a separate ChapmanRichards growth function for spring shoots, is presented in Figure 1. Our calibrated ChapmanRichards growth function for bamboo stem growth is presented in Figure 2.
We run several specifications of our numerical model that vary the costs and prices for
winter shoots, spring shoots, and bamboo stem. Winter shoots have higher prices and higher costs
than spring shoots. Due to difficulties of locating and harvesting underground winter bamboo
shoots, as well as popular preference over more tender taste, winter bamboo shoots have a higher
market price than spring bamboo shoots. Winter shoots are more expensive and harder to find
than spring shoots. Both winter shoots and spring shoots are more expensive than bamboo stem.
For each of our specifications for the costs and prices for winter shoots, spring shoots, and
bamboo stem, we solve for the value function, the bamboo shoot harvest policy function, and the
bamboo stem harvest policy function, each as a function of the number of bamboo shoots per
hectare and the number of bamboo stem per hectare. Since our dynamic model nests an inner
finite-horizon within-year daily dynamic programming problem within an outer finite-horizon
between-year annual dynamic programming problem, there is a separate value function and policy
function for each day of each year.
For the value functions, each graph represents a different year, and within each graph we
plot the value function for each day of the year in a different color ranging from red for the first
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day in that year to blue for the last day in that year. Similarly, for the policy functions, each graph
represents a different year, and within each graph we plot the policy function for each day of the
year in a different color ranging from red for the first day in that year to blue for the last day in
that year.
For each of our specifications for the costs and prices for winter shoots, spring shoots, and
bamboo stem, we simulate 3 sets of optimal trajectories for each action and state variable over 11
years starting from the following 3 different initial values for number of bamboo shoots,
respectively: 400 bamboo shoots per hectare (“initial state 6”), 240 bamboo shoots per hectare
(“initial state 4”), and 80 bamboo shoots per hectare (“initial state 2”).
For the stochastic model, we run the following versions of each of our specifications for
the costs and prices for winter shoots and spring shoots:
Version A: rain_high_prob = 0. This version is equivalent to our deterministic model.
Version B: rain_high_prob = 0.2
Version C: rain_high_prob = 0.5
Version D: rain_high_prob = 0.8
Version E: rain_high_prob = 1
We make 4 sets of all value function and policy function plots for Versions B-E:
Set 1: precip = 0, precip_lagged = 0
Set 2: precip = 0, precip_lagged = 1
Set 3: precip = 1, precip_lagged = 0
Set 4: precip = 1, precip_lagged = 1
Our numerical model yields several notable results.
First, for moderate values of the net prices of winter shoots, spring shoots, and bamboo
stem (see for example Specification 3 of our deterministic model in Figure 3), the optimal strategy
may be to harvest the bamboo shoots on the last days of winter shooting in each of the second to
fourth bamboo growth years, and harvest all the bamboo stem at the beginning of the fourth
bamboo growth year. The intuition is as follows. The number of bamboo shoots at the beginning
of each year depends on the number of bamboo stem remaining at the beginning of each year. In
the first year, when all the bamboo is in the form of bamboo shoots, it is optimal not to do any
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harvesting so that the bamboo shoots can grow into bamboo stem at the end of the first year, which
would then result in there being both bamboo shoots and bamboo stem at the beginning of the
second year. It is then optimal to harvest the bamboo shoots each year for which there are bamboo
shoots, starting from the second year. If the net price of winter shoots is high enough relative to
the net price of spring shoots, it may be optimal to harvest the shoots as winter shoots on the last
days of winter shooting, when growers can still benefit from the higher winter shoots price and the
winter shoots have the most biomass they will have (since it is during the last days of winter
shooting), rather than as spring shoots. Since bamboo stem continue to grow each year until age
4-5 years, if the net price of bamboo stem is moderate to high, then it may be optimal to harvest
the bamboo stem at the beginning of the fourth year, as soon as the bamboo stem growth begins to
slow down, when the opportunity cost of waiting to harvest outweighs the benefits of waiting. It
is optimal to harvest bamboo stem at the beginning of winter shooting at the beginning of the
fourth year rather than at end of spring shooting at the end of the third year because waiting until
the beginning of the fourth year enables there to be bamboo shoots to harvest in the fourth year as
well. It is optimal to harvest bamboo stem at the beginning of winter shooting at the beginning of
the year bamboo stem is being harvested, since the number of bamboo shoots that bamboo growth
year only depends on the number of bamboo stem on the first day of the bamboo growth year, so
keeping bamboo stem any longer will not affect profits from bamboo shoots. In addition, since
the bamboo stem growth begins to slow down in the fourth year, any increase in bamboo stem
biomass from delaying past the first day of the fourth year will be small.
Second, when we allow for uncertainty in rain, we find that if the probability of having a
high-precipitation year is high enough, and if the net prices of winter shoots, spring shoots, and
bamboo stem are moderate (see for example Specification 3, Version D of our stochastic model in
Figure 4), then it may be optimal to harvest all the bamboo shoots on the last days of winter
shooting in each bamboo growth year (except the first year), even after all the bamboo stem have
been harvested; harvest all the bamboo stem at the beginning of the fourth bamboo growth year;
and, if there is a lot of bamboo stem, also harvest some bamboo stem at stem at the beginning of
the third bamboo growth year. The intuition is as follows. The number of bamboo shoots at the
beginning of each year depends on the number of bamboo stem remaining at the beginning of each
year. The number of bamboo shoots at the beginning of each year also increases if the preceding
summer had high precipitation. Thus, if the probability of having a high-precipitation year is high
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enough, then owing to rain there may still be some bamboo shoots in years after all the bamboo
stems have been harvested. Moreover, if there is a lot of bamboo stem, a high probability of
precipitation may enable one to harvest a little bamboo stem in an earlier year without forgoing
too much winter shoot harvest.
Third, if the net price of winter shoots is low (see for example Specification 1 of our
deterministic model in Figure 5), then then optimal strategy may be to harvest the bamboo shoots
on the last days of winter shooting in each of the second and third years, and harvest all the bamboo
stem at the beginning of winter shooting at the beginning of the third year. The intuition is as
follows. If the net price of winter shoots is low, then it may be optimal to harvest all the bamboo
stem earlier, at the beginning of the third year, well before the bamboo stem growth begins to slow
down, since it might not be worthwhile to wait another year to get one additional year of winter
shoot harvest and a very small increase in bamboo stem biomass when the net price of winter
shoots is low.
Fourth, if the net price for winter shoots is high and the net price for bamboo stem is low
(see for example Specification 13 of our deterministic model in Figure 6), then the optimal strategy
may be to harvest the bamboo shoots on the last days of winter shooting in each of the second to
seventh years (or, if there is enough bamboo stem, from the second to the ninth year), and harvest
all the bamboo stem at the beginning of winter shooting at the beginning of the seventh year (or,
if there is enough bamboo stem, at the beginning of winter shooting at the beginning of the ninth
year). The intuition is as follows. If the net price for winter shoots is high and the net price for
bamboo stem is low, then it may be optimal to wait to a later year to harvest all the bamboo stem
since the benefits from additional years of winter shoot harvests are high when the net price of
winter shoots is high, while the benefits of harvesting bamboo stem earlier are lower when the net
price of bamboo stem is low.
Fifth, when we allow for uncertainty in rain, which increases the number of bamboo shoots
in the following year, we find that if the probability of having a high-precipitation year is high
enough, and if the net price for winter shoots is high and the net price for bamboo stem is low (see
for example Specification 13, Version D of our stochastic model in Figure 7), then the optimal
strategy may be to harvest all the bamboo shoots on the last days of winter shooting for each year
(except the first year), harvest all the bamboo stem at the beginning of winter shooting at beginning
of the last year, and, if there is a lot of bamboo stem, also harvest some bamboo stem at stem at
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the beginning of winter shooting at beginning of third year. The intuition is as follows. The number
of bamboo shoots at the beginning of each year depends on the number of bamboo stem remaining
at the beginning of each year. The number of bamboo shoots at the beginning of each year also
increases if the preceding summer had high precipitation. So high precipitation may enable one
to harvest a little bamboo stem in an earlier year without forgoing too much winter shoot harvest.
Moreover, owing to the possibility of rain, there may more bamboo shoots each year, so if the net
price for winter shoots is high and the net price for bamboo stem is low, then it may be optimal to
wait until the last year to harvest all the bamboo stem since the benefits from additional years of
winter shoot harvests are high when the net price of winter shoots is high, while the benefits of
harvesting bamboo stem earlier are lower when the net price of bamboo stem is low.
Sixth, if the net price for winter shoots is very high and the net price for bamboo stem is
low (see for example Specification 15 of our deterministic model in Figure 8), then the optimal
strategy may be to harvest the bamboo shoots on the last days of winter shooting in each year, and
harvest all the bamboo stem at the beginning of winter shooting at the beginning of the last year.
The intuition is as follows. If the net price for winter shoots is very high and the net price for
bamboo stem is low, then it may be optimal to wait until the last year to harvest all the bamboo
stem since the benefits from additional years of winter shoot harvests are very high when the net
price of winter shoots is very high, while the benefits of harvesting bamboo stem earlier are lower
when the net price of bamboo stem is low.
Our solution for optimal bamboo forest management might also characterize the optimal
forest management policy for other forests that produce products (such as fruits, nuts, sap, and
maple syrup) that grow on trees that are renewable and can be harvested at more frequent intervals
than the trees themselves.

7. Comparing Optimal Bamboo Management with Actual Harvest Decisions
We compare the optimal bamboo stem harvest and bamboo shoot thinning policy as given
by our numerical dynamic model with actual data on bamboo shoot and bamboo stem harvests on
multiple bamboo plots in multiple townships in Zhejiang province in China.
7.1. Data on actual bamboo shoot and bamboo stem harvest
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We collect data on actual bamboo shoot harvest and bamboo stem harvest decisions on
20m by 20m plots in Shanchuan Township and Sian Township in Zhejiang province in China. Our
data set includes 20 plots in Sian Township over the years 2017 and 2018; 15 plots in Shanchuan
Township in 2017, and one plot in Shanchuan Township in 2018.
Our dataset includes the bamboo stem density for different sample plots in multiple years.
However, number of shoots per hectare is seldomly reported unless under careful experimental
design, whereas weights of shoots harvested is a commonly recorded variable. Our estimation of
the number of shoots per hectare relies on converting the total weight of bamboo shoots into
number of bamboo shoots per hectare and shoots harvest decisions, which we define to be
proportion of shoots harvested of maximum possible shoots weights. The dilemma here is that we
observe weight of shoots harvested, but do not observe either total amount of shoots or number of
harvested shoots.
Ideally, we would like to convert the bamboo shoots harvested data and any estimated
weight of bamboo shoots into the proportion of bamboo shoots harvested. Even though we can
estimate the total possible weight of bamboo shoots, the actual weight of bamboo shoots would be
different if some bamboo shoots were previously harvested that season. In addition, we cannot
simply subtract the weight of bamboo shoots harvested earlier in the season from our estimate the
total possible weight of bamboo shoots as a function of bamboo stems (culm), since those bamboo
shoots that were harvested earlier in the season would have grown or changed in weight if they
had not been harvested. So it would be ideal if we made the harvesting decision in terms of
proportion of bamboo shoots harvested, so that we can model the weight and change in weight of
the remaining bamboo shoots.
We estimate the unobserved bamboo shoot state and control variables as follows. First,
for each plot and each day, we convert the weight of bamboo shoots harvest into the number of
bamboo shoots harvested per hectare by dividing the weight of bamboo shoots harvest by the
bamboo shoot biomass per bamboo shoot that day of the year from Chapman-Richard’s model for
bamboo shoot growth, assuming that bamboo shoots start growing from the beginning of winter
shooting; and then multiplying by 25 to convert from the 0.04 hectare plots to 1 hectare.
We then impute the maximum number of bamboo shoots in the ground in the absence of
bamboo shoot harvest for each sample plot in each bamboo growth year. To do so, we apply the
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following model from Zheng (1998) to estimate the weight of bamboo shoots in the ground that
remain after all the bamboo shoots have been harvested that season:

wb  0.0018* db 2.8637 ,
where wb is weight of an individual bamboo shoot and d b is its maximum diameter. As we do
not have data on the maximum diameter of bamboo shoots, we use data on the diameter at breast
height (DBH) of each newly grown bamboo stem that year to represent the diameter at breast
height of bamboo shoots if they were to grow until the end of that season. For each sample plot
and each year in our data set, we use data on the diameter at breast height (DBH) of newly grown
bamboo stem, representing the diameter at breast height of bamboo shoots if they were to grow
until the end of that season, to estimate the weight of a bamboo shoot if were to grow until the end
of the season. Then, for each sample plot and each year, to calculate the weight of bamboo shoots
per hectare on this sample plot that are not harvested, we take the sum over all the newly grown
bamboo stems of the respective weights of a bamboo shoot if were to grow until the end of the
season for that sample plot in that year. We convert the weight of bamboo shoots that are not
harvested by the end of the season into the number of bamboo shoots that are not harvested per
hectare by dividing the weight of bamboo shoots not harvested by the bamboo shoot biomass per
bamboo shoot from Chapman-Richard’s model for bamboo shoot growth, assuming that the
unharvested bamboo shoots must have grown from the beginning of winter shooting until the last
day of spring shooting, and then multiplying by 25 to convert from the 0.04 hectare plots to 1
hectare.
For each plot, to calculate the number ns of bamboo shoots per hectare at the beginning of
the season, in the absence of any bamboo shoots harvest, we add the total number of bamboo
shoots harvested over the season to the total number of bamboo shoots that remain unharvested at
the end of the season.
For each day on each sample plot, we calculate the bamboo shoots harvest action variable
as as the number of shoots harvested per acre that day on that sample plot by the number ns of
bamboo shoots per hectare on that sample plot at the beginning of the season, in the absence of
any bamboo shoots harvest.
We then calculate the number ns of bamboo shoots per acre for each day on each sample
plot as the number ns of bamboo shoots per acre on that sample plot the previous day that season
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minus the number of bamboo shoots per acre harvested on that sample plot on the previous day
that season.
7.2. Comparing actual with optimal
Figure 9 presents the actual data on the number of bamboo stem harvested on each sample
plot in Zhejiang province in our data set. Time series plots of the number of bamboo stem harvested
on each sample plot in Sian Township are in blue. Time series plots of the number of bamboo stem
harvested on each sample plot in Shanchuan Township are in green. Vertical lines in red that go
from the top to the bottom of the graph denote September 1 (first day of winter shooting) of each
year. Dashed vertical lines in red that go from the top to the bottom of the graph denote March 1
(first day of spring shooting) and April 30 (last day of spring shooting) of each year.
As seen in Figure 9, most of the bamboo stem harvesting in Shanchuan Township (in green)
takes place in the first few months of winter shooting and at the start of spring shooting of the
second (and last) bamboo growth year of our data set. The harvesting of bamboo stem at the start
of winter shooting is consistent with our dynamically optimal solution to harvest bamboo stem at
the beginning of winter shooting at the beginning of the bamboo growth year that bamboo stem is
being harvested, since the number of bamboo shoots that bamboo growth year only depends on
the number of bamboo stem on the first day of the bamboo growth year, so keeping bamboo stem
any longer will not affect profits from bamboo shoots.
In Sian Township, however, the bamboo stem harvesting (in blue) takes place at end of the
2017-2018 bamboo growth year. This is in contrast with our dynamically optimal solution to
harvest bamboo stem at the beginning (rather than the end) of the bamboo growth year it is being
harvested. Whether the bamboo stem is harvested at the beginning or end of the bamboo growth
year would not affect the number or profits from bamboo shoots. Delaying the bamboo stem
harvest in the bamboo growth year from the beginning to the end of the year would only by
dynamically optimal if the growth in bamboo stem biomass and any increase bamboo stem price
over the course of the bamboo growth year outweighed the time cost of delaying the profits from
harvesting bamboo stem at the beginning of the bamboo growth year.
Figure 10 presents time series plots of the cumulative fraction of bamboo stem harvested
by age of bamboo on each sample plot. No bamboo stems aged 0-2 are harvested, which is
consistent with the dynamically optimally policy of waiting until the third or later bamboo growth
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year to harvest bamboo stem. On sample plots in Shanchuan Township, the majority of the
bamboo stem of age 5 are harvested in the 2017-2018 bamboo growth year, either during the first
third of winter shooting or at the beginning of spring shooting, which is consistent with the
dynamically optimally policy of waiting until the third or later bamboo growth years to harvest
bamboo stem. In Sian Township, all the bamboo stems of age 6 are harvested during the 20172018 bamboo growth year, which is consistent with the dynamically optimally policy of waiting
until the third or later bamboo growth years to harvest bamboo stem, but on some plots the bamboo
stem harvest takes place at the end, rather than the beginning, of the bamboo growth year.
Figure 11 presents the actual data on weight of bamboo shoots harvested on each sample
plot in Zhejiang province in our data set. Time series plots of the weight of bamboo shoots
harvested on each sample plot in Sian Township are in blue. Time series plots of the weight of
bamboo shoots harvested on each sample plot in Shanchuan Township are in green. Vertical lines
in red that go from the top to the bottom of the graph denote September 1 (first day of winter
shooting) of each year. Dashed vertical lines in red that go from the top to the bottom of the graph
denote March 1 (first day of spring shooting) and April 30 (last day of spring shooting) of each
year.
As seen in Figure 11, bamboo shoots are harvested as both winter shoots and spring shoots.
Winter shoots are harvested about a third to half of the way into the winter shooting season, and
spring shoots are harvested near the beginning of the spring shooting season. In contrast, our
dynamic model suggests that it is optimal to harvest all shoots as winter shoots at the end of the
winter shooting season. It is possible that the bamboo managers are weighing the benefits of an
increased bamboo shoot biomass from waiting to harvest with the costs of delay. It is also possible
that bamboo managers worry that flooding the winter bamboo shoot market at the end of the winter
shoot season may lead to a lower bamboo shoot price than the price they would receive from
spreading their harvest over a longer interval of time.
Figure 12 presents time series plots of the cumulative fraction of bamboo shoots harvested,
as imputed above, on each sample plot. On each of the sample plots, less than 50 percent of the
bamboo shoots are harvested by the end of each bamboo growth year. In contrast, our dynamic
model suggests that it is optimal to harvest all the bamboo shoots each year of bamboo shoot
harvest.
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Thus, results of our comparison between the optimal bamboo stem harvest and bamboo
shoot harvest given by our dynamic model with the data on actual bamboo stem harvests and
bamboo shoots harvest is that actual bamboo stem and bamboo shoot harvests come close to
approximating the optimal harvesting strategy, but have some features that differ from what our
model suggests to be optimal.

8. Dynamic Structural Econometric Model
To understand the beliefs and perceptions of bamboo farmers that underlie and rationalize
their bamboo shoot and bamboo stem harvesting decisions as revealed in the data, we use our
nested dynamic bioeconomic model to develop a dynamic structural econometric model adapted
from Rust (1987). Our dynamic structural econometric model builds upon our numerical
bioeconomic model, and additionally accounts for unobservable state variables that bamboo
farmers observe (but we do not observe) when they make their bamboo shoot and bamboo stem
harvesting decisions.
The vector of structural parameters  we estimate include parameters in the ChapmanRichards growth function for winter shoots, and parameters regarding prices and costs. In
particular, the structural parameters  we estimate are: the growth rate  sw for winter shoots, the
maximum possible winter shoots biomass Ysmax
at the end of winter shooting, the winter day of
w
inflection tsiwnfl for winter shoots, the net price ( psw  csw ) for winter shoots, the net price ( pss  css )
for spring shoots, the net price ( pb  cb ) for bamboo stem, and the daily fixed cost c0 .
To account for unobservable state variables that bamboo farmers observe (but we do not
observe) when they make their spraying and harvesting decisions, we next expand the per-period
payoff to each choice a to include both a deterministic component  0 ( s, a, d , y; ) and a
stochastic component  ( a ) . The stochastic component to the per-period payoff to each action is
an unobserved shock  ( a ) associated with that action choice a that is assumed to be distributed
i.i.d. extreme value across days d, years t, farmers i, and actions a .The value function incorporating
these unobserved shocks  ( a ) is now given by:
V ( s , d , y;  )  max  0 ( s , a , d , y;  )   ( a )   E[V ( s , d , y ; ) | s , a , d , y ] ,
a  ( ab , as )

where the deterministic component of the per-period payoff is given by:
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 0 ( s, a, d , y; )  Rb ( s, a, d , y; )  Cb ( s, a, d , y; )  Rs ( s, a, d , y; )  Cs ( s, a, d , y; )  c0 .
The conditional choice probabilities Pr( a | s, d , y; ) are given by:

Pr(a | s, d , y; ) 

exp( 0 ( s, a, d , y; )  V c ( s, a, d , y; )
,
 exp( 0 (s, a, d , y; )  V c (s, a, d , y; )
a

where V c ( s, a, d , y; ) is the continuation value, which is the expected value of the value function
next period given the states and actions this period:
V c ( s, a, d , y; )  E[V ( s ', d ', y '; ) | s, a, d , y ] .
We use maximum likelihood estimation to find the parameters 𝜃 that maximize the log-likelihood
function L ( ) , which is the following function of the conditional choice probabilities
Pr( a | s, d , y;  ) :

L ( )   Pr(aidy | sidy , d , y; ) .
i

d

y

Building on the nested fixed point maximum likelihood estimation technique developed by
Rust (1987), our maximum likelihood estimation methodology nests an inner finite-horizon
within-year daily dynamic programming problem within an outer finite-horizon between-year
annual dynamic programming problem to solve for the continuation values and conditional choice
probabilities for each day d in each year y at each evaluation of the likelihood function.
Identification of the parameters  comes from the differences between per-period payoffs
across different action choices, which in finite-horizon dynamic discrete choice models are
identified when the discount factor  , the distribution of the choice-specific shocks  ( a ) , and the
final period continuation value are fixed (Rust, 1994; Magnac and Thesmar, 2002; Abbring, 2010).
In particular, because the discount factor  and the distribution of the choice-specific shocks

 ( a ) are fixed and the final period continuation value is zero, the parameters in our model are
identified because each term in the deterministic component  0 ( s, a, d , y; ) of the per-period
payoff depends on the action a being taken in day d in year y, and therefore varies based on the
action taken; as a consequence, the parameters do not cancel out in the differences between perperiod payoffs across different action choices and are therefore identified. For example, net price
( pb  cb ) for bamboo stem is identified in the difference between the per-period payoff from
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choosing to harvest bamboo stem and the per-period payoff from any action choice a that does
not involve harvesting bamboo stem.
Standard errors are formed by a non-parametric bootstrap. Sample plots are randomly
drawn from the data set with replacement to generate 100 independent panels each with the same
number of sample plots as in the original data set. The structural model is run on each of the new
panels. The standard errors are then formed by taking the standard deviation of the parameter
estimates from each of the panels.
The preliminary parameter estimates from the base-case specification of our dynamic
structural model are presented in Table 1. The preliminary parameter estimates from an alternative
specification of our dynamic structural model that estimates the winter shoot parameters only are
presented in Table 2. The preliminary parameter estimates from another alternative specification
of our dynamic structural model that estimates the winter shoot growth and inflection parameters
only are presented in Table 3. We run each specification of the model using the entire sample
(“All”), Sian Township only (“Sian”), and Shanchuan Township only (“Shanchuan”). The most
notable difference between our structural parameter estimates and the parameter values we use in
our numerical model is that our structural parameter estimate for the growth rate  sw for winter
shoots, 0.000, is much smaller than the growth rate  sw for winter shoots we use in our numerical
model, which we calibrated based on data and information on winter shoots to be 0.03. Thus, the
harvesting behavior of bamboo farmers in China is rationalized by a very low and negligible
growth rate for winter shoots. In other words, bamboo farmers in China are acting as if they
perceive or believe the growth rate for winter shoots to be very low and negligible, and lower than
may actually be the case based on data and information on winter shoots. Figure 13 plots bamboo
farmers’ perceived Chapman-Richards growth function for winter shooting and spring shooting
based on the preliminary parameter estimates from our dynamic structural model in Table 1. Thus,
by harvesting more of their shoots as spring shoots rather than harvesting all of their shoots as
winter shoots, China bamboo farmers are acting as if winter shoots have little or no biomass.

9. Discussion and Conclusion
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Moso bamboo forest management involves making decisions about the timing and quantity
of bamboo stem harvests and bamboo shoot harvests. In this paper, we solve for the optimal
bamboo stem harvest and bamboo shoot harvest policy using a numerical dynamic model that nests
an inner finite-horizon within-year daily dynamic programming problem within an outer finitehorizon between-year annual dynamic programming problem. We use a Chapman-Richards
growth function as our model for bamboo biomass accumulation.
The results of our numerical dynamic model suggest that since the number of bamboo
shoots at the beginning of each year depend on the number of bamboo stem remaining at the
beginning of each year and on whether the previous year was a high-precipitation year, and since
bamboo stem continue to grow each year until age 4-5 years, while bamboo shoots only grow
within a year, it is generally optimal to harvest bamboo shoots as winter shoots at the end of winter
shooting each year that there are bamboo shoots starting the second year; and to wait to harvest all
the bamboo stem until the third year or later, after their growth has begun to slow down. If the net
price of winter shoots is high enough relative to the net price of spring shoots, it may be optimal
to harvest the shoots as winter shoots on the last days of winter shooting, when growers can still
benefit from the higher winter shoots price and the winter shoots have the most biomass they will
have (since it is during the last days of winter shooting), rather than as spring shoots.
When we allow for uncertainty in rain, which increases the number of bamboo shoots in
the following year, we find that when the probability of having a high-precipitation year is high
enough, then there may still be bamboo shoots to harvest even in years after the bamboo stem has
been harvested, and, if there is enough bamboo stem, it may be optimal to harvest a little bamboo
stem on the first day of the third year, and harvest all the bamboo stem on the first day of a later
year. Since the number of bamboo shoots at the beginning of each year depends on the number of
bamboo stem remaining at the beginning of each year, and increases if the preceding summer had
high precipitation, high precipitation may enable one to harvest a little bamboo stem in an earlier
year without forgoing too much shoot harvest. Moreover, owing to the possibility of rain, there
may still be some bamboo shoots in years after all the bamboo stem have been harvested.
We compare the optimal bamboo stem harvest and bamboo shoot thinning policy with
actual data on bamboo shoot and bamboo stem harvests on multiple bamboo plots in multiple
townships in Zhejiang province in China. We find that the actual bamboo stem and bamboo shoot
harvests come close to approximating the optimal harvesting strategy, but have some features that
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differ from what our model suggests to be optimal. Our results have important implications for
bamboo forest management and, to the extent that some of the differences between actual harvests
and optimal bamboo harvests reflect possible sub-optimal behavior on the part of Moso bamboo
forest managers, for ways to improve Moso bamboo forest management and policy.
The remaining differences between actual harvests and optimal bamboo harvests may
reflect features that we do not capture in our model, including variation in bamboo shoot price
and/or bamboo stem price over time, particularly within a season; concerns that harvesting all the
bamboo shoots at the same time may flood the market and lower the bamboo shoot price they
receive; concerns that harvesting all the bamboo stem at the same time may flood the market and
lower the bamboo stem price they receive; capacity and/or labor constraints on the number of
bamboo stems that are feasible to harvest in one day; capacity and/or labor constraints on the
number of bamboo shoots that are feasible to harvest in one day; liquidity constraints during the
season that may lead bamboo managers to harvest some bamboo shoots or bamboo stem earlier or
later; variation in age of bamboo stem in a bamboo forest; possible missing markets or market
failures in the winter shoots, spring shoots, or bamboo stem markets; carbon sequestration motives;
alternative crops or uses of the land; environmental benefits of a bamboo forest; and/or actual
parameter values that differ from the ones we use in the model.
We account for some of these considerations by estimating a dynamic structural
econometric model using data on the actual bamboo shoot harvest, bamboo stem harvest, bamboo
shoot price, and bamboo stem harvest, which will enable us to estimate the parameters
econometrically. Preliminary parameter estimates from our dynamic structural model suggest that
bamboo farmers in China are acting as if they perceive or believe the growth rate for winter shoots
to be very low and negligible, and lower than may actually be the case based on data and
information on winter shoots.
If some of the differences between actual harvests and optimal harvests arise because of
economic constraints such as liquidity constraints and/or labor constraints, it is possible that some
of these constraints can be ameliorated by well-designed institutions or policies.
Our results have important implications for Moso bamboo forest management in particular,
and forest management more generally. Our novel nested dynamic bioeconomic model has
important implications for the sustainable management of forests worldwide, particularly when
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the forests produce products (such as fruits, nuts, and maple syrup) that grow on trees, that are
renewable, and can be harvested at more frequent intervals than the trees themselves.

10. Ongoing and Next Steps
In ongoing work, we will continue to work on our dynamic structural econometric model,
including estimating standard errors, estimating different specifications, and estimating different
sets of parameters. We also hope to incorporate the environmental benefits of bamboo forest into
a social welfare function, and conduct welfare analysis.
We will use our dynamic model to simulate the effects of various alternative forest
conservation policies and forest management approaches on bamboo shoot harvest, bamboo stem
harvest, forest conservation, and welfare. Our novel dynamic bioeconomic model has important
implications for the sustainable management of forests worldwide, particularly when the forests
produce products that can be harvested at more frequent intervals than the trees themselves. Our
model and results will enable us to design sustainable and effective forest management policies
that maximize net benefits to society.
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Figure 1. Piecewise Chapman-Richards Growth Function for Bamboo Shoots

Notes: We use separate Chapman-Richards growth function for winter shooting and spring
shooting. The first day of winter shooting is September 1. Winter shooting is from September 1
until February 28. The number of winter shooting days is therefore 181 days. The spring shooting
period starts on March 1 and ends on September 30, the last day of the bamboo growth year. The
number of spring shooting days is 184 days.
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Figure 2. Chapman-Richards Growth Function for Bamboo Stem
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Figure 3. Deterministic Model, Specification 3
pb  1.4, ps,winter  25, ps , spring  3;
cb  300 / 2000, cs,winter  300 / 20, cs , spring  150 / 100;

a) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare
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b) Value function as function of bamboo stem per hectare
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c) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and bamboo stem per hectare
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d) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare
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e) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo stem per hectare
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f) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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g) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare
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h) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo stem per hectare
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i) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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j) Optimal trajectories for each action and state variable over 11 years
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Figure 4: Stochastic Model, Specification 3, Version D
pb  1.4, ps,winter  25, ps , spring  3;
cb  300 / 2000, cs,winter  300 / 20, cs , spring  150 / 100;
rain _ high _ prob  0.8

a) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare
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b) Value function as function of bamboo stem per hectare
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c) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and bamboo stem per hectare
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d) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare
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e) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo stem per hectare
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f) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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g) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare
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h) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo stem per hectare
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i) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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j) Optimal trajectories for each action and state variable over 11 years
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Figure 5. Deterministic Model, Specification 1
pb  1.4, ps,winter  25, ps , spring  3;
cb  300 / 2000, cs,winter  300 / 15, cs , spring  150 / 100;

a) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and bamboo stem per hectare
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b) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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c) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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d) Optimal trajectories for each action and state variable over 11 years
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Figure 6: Deterministic Model, Specification 13
pb  0.8, ps,winter  40, ps , spring  2;
cb  300 / 1250, cs,winter  300 / 15, cs , spring  150 / 100;

a) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and bamboo stem per hectare
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b) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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c) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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d) Optimal trajectories for each action and state variable over 11 years
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Figure 7: Stochastic Model, Specification 13, Version D
pb  0.8, ps,winter  40, ps , spring  2;
cb  300 /1250, cs,winter  300 / 15, cs , spring  150 /100;
rain _ high _ prob  0.8

a) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and bamboo stem per hectare
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b) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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c) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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d) Optimal trajectories for each action and state variable over 11 years
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Figure 8: Deterministic Model, Specification 15
pb  0.8, ps,winter  40, ps , spring  2;
cb  300 / 1250, cs,winter  300 / 20, cs , spring  150 / 100;

a) Value function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and bamboo stem per hectare
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b) Bamboo stem harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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c) Bamboo shoot harvest policy function as function of bamboo shoots per hectare and
bamboo stem per hectare
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d) Optimal trajectories for each action and state variable over 11 years
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Figure 9: Number of Bamboo Stem Harvested

Notes: Time series plots of the number of bamboo stem harvested on each sample plot in Sian
Township are in blue. Time series plots of the number of bamboo stem harvested on each
sample plot in Shanchuan Township are in green. Vertical lines in red that go from the top to
the bottom of the graph denote September 1 (first day of winter shooting) of each year. Dashed
vertical lines in red that go from the top to the bottom of the graph denote March 1 (first day
of spring shooting) of each year.
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Figure 10: Cumulative fraction of bamboo stem harvested by age

Notes: Time series plots of the cumulative fraction of bamboo stem harvested by age of bamboo on each sample
plot in Sian Township are in blue. Time series plots of the cumulative fraction of bamboo stem harvested by age
of bamboo on each sample plot in Shanchuan Township are in green. Vertical lines in red that go from the top to
the bottom of the graph denote September 1 (first day of winter shooting) of each year. Dashed vertical lines in
red that go from the top to the bottom of the graph denote March 1 (first day of spring shooting) of each year.
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Figure 11: Actual Weight of Bamboo Shoots Harvested

Notes: Time series plots of the weight of bamboo shoots harvested on each sample plot in Sian
Township are in blue. Time series plots of the weight of bamboo shoots harvested on each
sample plot in Shanchuan Township are in green. Vertical lines in red that go from the top to
the bottom of the graph denote September 1 (first day of winter shooting) of each year. Dashed
vertical lines in red that go from the top to the bottom of the graph denote March 1 (first day
of spring shooting) of each year.
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Figure 12: Cumulative fraction of bamboo shoots harvested

Notes: Time series plots of the cumulative fraction of bamboo shoots harvested on each sample
plot in Sian Township are in blue. Time series plots of the cumulative fraction of bamboo
shoots harvested on each sample plot in Shanchuan Township are in green. Vertical lines in
red that go from the top to the bottom of the graph denote September 1 (first day of winter
shooting) of each year. Dashed vertical lines in red that go from the top to the bottom of the
graph denote March 1 (first day of spring shooting) of each year.
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Table 1. Preliminary Results from Dynamic Structural Model
Structural Parameter

Actual
(Assumed Values)

growth rate  sw for winter shoots

0.03

max
maximum possible winter shoots biomass Ysw at the end of winter shooting

0.75
76

i nfl
winter day of inflection tsw for winter shoots

net price ( psw  csw ) for winter shoots

5

net price ( pss  css ) for spring shoots

1.5

net price ( pb  cb ) for bamboo stem

1.25
2

daily fixed cost c0

All

Sian

Shanchuan

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.000
(0.403)
0.758
(0.634)
76.000 ***
(0.026)
4.996 ***
(0.537)
1.525
(1.173)
1.250 ***
(0.000)
1.963
(6.862)

0.000
(0.017)
0.743 ***
(0.127)
76.000 ***
(0.000)
4.999 ***
(0.009)
1.498 ***
(0.044)
1.250 ***
(0.000)
1.993 ***
(0.127)

0.000
(0.176)
0.776
(0.784)
76.000 ***
(0.038)
4.997 ***
(0.801)
1.533 ***
(0.443)
1.250 ***
(0.000)
1.973 ***
(0.367)

# Observations
178,850
102,200
76,650
# Plots
35
20
15
Notes: The structural parameter estimates are the parameter estimates from our base-case specification of the structural model for the entire sample (“All”),
Sian Township only (“Sian”), and Shanchuan Township only (“Shanchuan”). Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses. Significance codes: *** p<0.001,
** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Table 2. Preliminary Results from Dynamic Structural Model Estimating Winter Shoot Parameters Only
Structural Parameter

Actual
(Assumed Values)

growth rate  sw for winter shoots

0.03

max
maximum possible winter shoots biomass Ysw at the end of winter shooting

0.75
76

i nfl
winter day of inflection tsw for winter shoots

All

Sian

Shanchuan

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.000
(1.733)
0.763
(11.416)
76.000 ***
(0.012)

0.000
(0.012)
0.743 ***
(0.106)
76.000 ***
(0.000)

0.000
(0.364)
0.782
(2.463)
76.000 ***
(0.017)

# Observations
178,850
102,200
76,650
# Plots
35
20
15
Notes: The structural parameter estimates are the parameter estimates from our specification of the structural model estimating winter shoot parameters only
for the entire sample (“All”), Sian Township only (“Sian”), and Shanchuan Township only (“Shanchuan”). Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.
Significance codes: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Table 3. Preliminary Results from Dynamic Structural Model Estimating Winter Shoot Growth and Inflection
Parameters Only
Actual
(Assumed Values)

Structural Parameter

growth rate  sw for winter shoots

0.03
76

i nfl
winter day of inflection tsw for winter shoots

All

Sian

Shanchuan

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.0000
(0.0048)
76.000 ***
(14.774)

0.0000
(0.0003)
76.000 ***
(0.000)

0.0059 ***
(0.0004)
76.000 ***
(0.165)

# Observations
178,850
102,200
76,650
# Plots
35
20
15
Notes: The structural parameter estimates are the parameter estimates from our specification of the structural model estimating winter shoot growth and
inflection parameters only for the entire sample (“All”), Sian Township only (“Sian”), and Shanchuan Township only (“Shanchuan”). Bootstrapped standard
errors in parentheses. Significance codes: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Figure 13. Perceived Chapman-Richards Growth Function for Bamboo Shoots

Notes: Figure plots bamboo farmers’ perceived Chapman-Richards growth function for winter
shooting and spring shooting based on the preliminary parameter estimates from our dynamic
structural model in Table 1. We use separate Chapman-Richards growth function for winter
shooting and spring shooting. The first day of winter shooting is September 1. Winter shooting is
from September 1 until February 28. The number of winter shooting days is therefore 181 days.
The spring shooting period starts on March 1 and ends on September 30, the last day of the bamboo
growth year. The number of spring shooting days is 184 days.
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Table 4. Preliminary Results from Dynamic Structural Model Estimating Net Price Parameters Only
Structural Parameter

Actual
(Assumed Values)

All

Sian

Shanchuan

(1)

(2)

(3)

net price ( psw  csw ) for winter shoots

5

-0.1347

net price ( pss  css ) for spring shoots

1.5

-2.5184

net price ( pb  cb ) for bamboo stem

1.25

1.2500

# Observations
178,850
102,200
76,650
# Plots
35
20
15
Notes: The structural parameter estimates are the parameter estimates from our specification of the structural model estimating net price parameters only for
the entire sample (“All”), Sian Township only (“Sian”), and Shanchuan Township only (“Shanchuan”). Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses.
Significance codes: *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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